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This paper focuses on the development of curriculum material

on controversial political issues. It begins with,ti brief dis-
,0- II

cussion 14hich sets a context for an analysis of the topic. It

the addresses two commonly used apprOaches, and introduces a
Il.

third -- the documentary approach. The paper concludes with two

sections: one illustrates the "participants-eye-vieW" of a doc-
7,==.

umentary; the other outlines guidelines for creating a documentary.

The term "controversial issues" is common parlance in social

studiea education today.1 However, the ideas behind the term have

received attention from educators since early in this century. In

1919, John Dewey argued that schools should saturate students with

the "spirit of service" and provide them with the "instruments of

effective self-direction." Dewey felt thebe things would be the

"best guaratee for a larger society which is worthy, lovely, and

harmonious."2 Inshort, Dewey perceived the school as an agent for

social change. Though he never used the term "controversial issues

Dewey's assertions that the school should expand a student's perception

of social reality was itself controversial.3 It implied that the

curriculum should include opportunities for students to question

accepted societal norms. Thus the groundwork for inclusion of

"controversial issues" had been set. As Dewey suggested:

It thus,becomes the office of the educator. to select
those things within the range of existing experience that have
the promise and potentiality,of presenting new problems which
by stimulating new ways of observation and judgment will expand
the area of further experience. 4

a.
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Methods books used throughout 'the twentieth century have

paid attention to the ideas which Dewey first espoused. Many books

developed a heading called "controversial issues" to focus class/

. discussion which challenged social norms. While educators take

differing positions with respect to teaching controversial issues,

they all agree that this represents an area of special attentiOn.5'

"Controversial issues" represented'a Vague*kchall notion

suggesting simply that some topics were, in fact, controversial;

controversial became equated with debatable or arguable. Issues

which remained open to question became, by-nature, controversial.

in 1955, controversial issues became the focal point for

Maurice Hunt and Lawrence Metcalf. They coined the term "closed

areas II tolescribe issues to which people react emotionally rather

than rationally; issues which are open to question. They outlined

"closed areas" in each of' the following six subject areas:

1. 'economics

2. race aid minority-group relations

3. social class

4. sex, courtship, and marriage

5. religion and mdtality

6. nationalism, patriotism, and national institutions

In.each of these subject areas, questioning of certain topics

became controversial. For example, in the area of social class,

Hunt and Metcalf cited four closed areas: ..
a

S.
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4.

1. the belief that social classes exist in America, butthat
some people can advance more quickly4and reap more rewards

from life.

2. the belief that America provides opportunities for those
who try to get ahead.

3. the belief that all Americans should strive toward the

goal of success.

4

4. the belief that some children are best suited'to a "liberal"
education and some are best suited to a vocational educaEion.6

Hunt and Metcalf warned teachers to prepare themselves to confront

these issues, to know that "closep areas" exist. Throughout the

1960'o and early 1970

to controversial iesu

on these issues.?

.In addition

methods books continued to pay attention

In fact, some books focused exclusively

to methods books, entire

on controversial issues.8

in case studies, a format

curriculum projects focused

These issues often appeared in materials

which has been widely adopted.9 Case ,

studies, as used to present controversial issues'`, represent investi-

gations of single- issues.

together by a more

materials.10 Most

A series of concrete case studies-tied

abstract text can form an entire set of curriculum

curriculum developers value this approach because

it provides content variety, facilitates opportunities for com-

parison amongcases, and mirs concrete.with abstract presentations

of student materials.

The case study approach is one of several employed by the

High School Political Science Curriculum:Project in.theCOMPARING

POLITICAL EXPERIENCES (CPE) program. CPE represents aA alternative

approach to high school government and civics programs. by focusing

on the areas of political know1Pf dge, intellectual skills, and

r
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partfcipation. skills, CPE aims to promote effective political

sparticipation by students using the program.11

CPE, is coMposed of two one-semester courses. The first

semester, Political. Systems, introduces students to the Conceptual

structure utiliZed to organize the program. It is designed'in

three sequential units.P In addition, it offers students opportunities

to practice the range of skills in CPE. Political Issues is com-

posed of-four"independent units. Units may be taught by themselves,

or they may be Combined for use as a Problems of Democracy alter-

..native. Additionally, tile units may be combined with Political

Systems to orm a yearplong government program. 13 The development

of instructio41'materials which treat controversial issues represents

an area in which CPE has broken new ground.

Three Approaches

Instructional materials iocusingoncontroversial issues in

political life might take a variety of forms. For example, the

material could be a brief th retical discussion of the meaning of

important concepts which help make sense of an issue or event.

Such a discussion might be doctimented with the most recent litera-

ture in the field. This general conceptual discusdiOn holds many

virtues for 'students with`an interest in-government and political

'education. However, many students enroll in government course/because of

school requirement and not due to personal interest. A ttrictly

theoretical picasentation might engage only a minority of-highly

intelligent, highly motivated students.

t)
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A case study approach represents another way controversial

issues might be presented. Here the material would foqup on

pkreral themes tied together by a narrative. Cash studies of

various political systOts would run through the narrative and

serve to illustrate.the themes. As argued earlier, this approach

is appealing because it provides curriculum materials with content

variety. For example, the same set of material can contain cases

about the politica], systems of South Boston High Sclhool, Chicago,

California, OPEC, Mexicci, the United Ndtions or General Motors.

Also, a case study approach takes on value for comparing patterns

of political resources and political activities in many systems.

. Students can practice skills of comparison as they look for

similarities and differences among various systems.

Case studies also allow for the presentation of material at

a variety of levels of government including local, state, national,

and international.

Because they are we-11-suited to a variety of knowledge and

skill objectives, case studies have been used extensively by curriculum

developers and authors of textbooks. This approach however,
A

while extremely useful, can limit student involvement with the

subject matter. Generally; case studies give students only a

.

superficial understanding of a particufar*sue; they outline major

actors and events, but rarely delve deeper. Case studies are

usually short, and, therefore, - exclude a great.deal of relevant

information.
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Instead Of a general theoretical approach or a case study

approadh, Political Issues makes use of sdocumentaries" A doCu-
.

mentary in Political Issues is an extensive description of a

single concrete political situation which, illustrates an abstract

concept, Each documentary is presented from the point of view.of

actors In an issue. Students can get inside an issue by viewing

it through the eyes of participants. Because a documentary is

extensive, it departs from a case study approach. By presenting

students with an extensive treatment of a well-defined topic, a

doCumentary approach avoids-lengthy narratives more characteristic

at a general theoretical appicach. A documentary approach focuses

on one situation aver an,entire unit of instruction rather than

on different case studies. Therefore, it probes deeply into a

single issue, presenting a broader base of knowledge about an

issue than, a cape study.' The figure below AlustrateA"the relation-

ship of-case studies and documentaries in terms of the amount of

data each contains about the same issue.

Documentary
0

6.

Nome

Issue

1.

> 0
Case Study

ta.
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Documentaries serve as concrete illustrations of abstract

concepts. An issue is chosen as the focus of a docuMentary not

only because an abundance of data is available on tie issue, but

because the issue contains all the attributes of a concept. Unlike

a case study, which is often use-a. to illustrate' one aspedt of a

concept, a documentary is comprehensive enough to illustrate all

of the aspec s of a concept. Therefore, for concept-learning a

documentary an be successful in illustrating attributes of a concept

and, also in providing substantive continuity, There is po need to move

from text to case study to text to case study. A documentary, becomes

a domplete piece of instruction.

To teach about the concept of political conflict throtf a

case study approach, for example, students would analyze several

-,case studies of political systems experiencing conflict. However,

a documentary would present students witha wealth oAnformation

about a single political system experiencing conflict. Such a

presentation would provide students with a large information base

about A well-defined segment of political life.

Each of the four units which comprise Political Issues is

based on a difEerent 4cumentary. One unit, "Busing In Boston", high-

lights the issuof court-ordered busing and focuses upon how

busing has affected students the Boston schools anethe Boston

schzol system as a whole. It also demonstrates local government/

court relationships and-illustrates how a court order can affect
o

ldtal community members. Students are presented with a documently

which describes the activities of the\ciazens of Boston and the

C
()
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actions of the students, teachers, administrators, and police in

the L.dcon schools. The viewpoints of participants give. realism

to .the issue for student /.

The unit illustrates how mobilization and interdependence

promote conflict. It also introduces the concepts of inequality

and competition and illustrates how they proMote conflict.

"Busing In Boston" focuses.excluoively on Boston and introduces

comparative cases of conflict only after studento.have thoroughly

examined, the Boston experience. *CT

Documentaries speak for themaelves and require a minimum of

abstract narrative. For instance, rather than analyzing the

current political science literature regarding conflict, students

study the actors in a political system experiencing conflict.

Students receive detailed knowledge about a concrete example of

conflict; they study real people in real situations.

A good documentary, then, also includes a rich base of primary

source data. It avoids long descriptive commentaries and shows

people talking in their own words about what happens to them.

The primary source data can make a major difference in the transfer

of learning from the course to other situations. The diagram on

the next page illustrates the relationship between the general

theoretical approach, the case study approach and the documentary

approach.

O
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General Theoretical

1. current, accurate

.....d.

2. inoorporateo

ABSTRACT

,

- . literature

-.., .

3.4 abstract

Case Study

1. contains variety
0

2. allows for
t comparibon

°

. 3. focuses on oeveral'
levels of analysis

.

Documentary

1. focuses on one
situation

2. ,cmcrete -

3. dramatic; personal
.

.

4. augmented with
case studies

IV

CONCRETE

Political Issues utilizes documentaries toillustrate the knowledge

objectives for the course. StUdents use the documentaries as a base

Q

for identifying and applying concepts. In these ways, the documentaries

promote a concrete knowledge baI for the course.
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More important, documentaries provide a variety of ba ea for

undertaking skill activities and P rovide necepoary Oringboardo for under-

taking participation activitec. For example, " Busing In Booton"

containo_a short episode about a high school otudent,deciding whether or

not to join a boycott of South.Boston High SChool. `his eploode

functinno as a device to enable student-Eito practice okillo

moral reasoning and tO'examine the consequences of their behavior.

/.\ Additionally, "Busing ;n iontod'includeo an activity which focuses

on the uncertain future of the Booton school syste,m. This activity

.

enabl.eo students to practice skills in forecasting variouo.alterna-
.

tive futures for a political system.-. ,This opportunity to/erdciice this
. 2

analytical skill represent a only one of many contained in "Buoing

In BootonT Additionally, the documentary serves as a springboard

for entry into a variety of participatift experiences. The beauty

of the documentary lies in this adaptability for,skill exercises

and participation experiences. It is at one. and the same time a

i .concrete yei ynamic mode of instruction. All of the objectives

of the unit are linked to it.

The,Participant's-Eye-View

In developing the ':Busing In Boston " `unit, we wanted to find

out how aivariety of. people viewed the conflict situation. Through-

out the winter and spring of 1974 -75, we interviewed students,
, .

teachers, administrators, parents, school committee members, and

others who were participating in the conflict to gain their per

o

spectives. We found that the interview material gave us a different

and much more powerful set of examples of political conflict than

0

12



We would have otherwise,selecteA.I.
c;Is'

The following interview-is as e p1e'of the type of material
-

. . , .
.

4. . ,

we gatheied: It is pa'rt of an Intervfew_conducted last winter with

a' senior at Hyde Park High School,

1

Student! When I walked into the school this year,,I knew

that Hyde, Park was different. The police were
.

in the parking lot, and they ,wouldn't let -you

near there, you couldn't stand there,'yOu can't
. %

talk there._ The most important thing for, us to

do was to get into the school and get out again.

'This went on for the first month and a half of

the first term. And on my firsedarback, we had

a iiot, and my parents came down to get me out.

Interviewer: Is it helpful to have the police around?

ci

Stu I think so. If the police leave, I leave with

0

them, as far as I am concerned. When they are

outside, by the time I get inside somebody could

be dead. All that concerns me is trying to make

it through to the'end of the year.

Interviewer: Why is busing creating such problems?

sk
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Student: I'm i l7 -old, girl, and I don't fight, but

o .

we just can't be stepped on like this. The

ti

problem with'the whole thing is that the blacks-
rt.

don't want to be here either.

Interviewer: Do you think in the long run integration is a

good idea?'

Student: / If anything, integration is supposed to make us

moredfrigndly with the blacks, and I never was

prejudiced in my whole l until this year.

This-had made me more prejudiced. I think you

7

should b able to go to a school that you want

to d. to, and if you are forced into integration,

I thinkit is bad. Y
The interview speaks about conflict in ways that tae couldn't

possibly communicate in a straight narrative. One way to use such

interview material is to create an "active voice" in a straight

narrative or straight lecture in a classroom. We have used intet-

view material in order to bring points home to students in a straight

expository style. This particular use of interviews could be

transfeiTed to any course material.

There are many other ways interviews material can be used. One

is highlighted here. An audio tape has been del/eloped in order to

introduce students to the concept of conflict. The "All Those Arrested"

tape consists of three scenes.

14 4.0
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The first-scene.is in Judge Garrity' court: JudgeGa ity

is announcing the busing order and the students are giving their

reactions to .his'statements. The second sceneis a School

Committee meeting where p4rents talk about how-they feel about the

busing situation. The'Sch00A,Committee members and the parent8

interact reflecting their attitudes and needs in the conflict
4

situation'.

The third scene focuSes on two students on a bus talking'

abbu the stoning of buses at Hyde Park High School the day-before.

Toiether, these three scenes give three different perspectives

13n what a conflict is abort and how people react to the busing

conflict in Bost9n.

Approximately three,dozen interviews were gathered while we

were in Boston. Most ,of these interviews were used in some way to

construct the introductory audio tape. Another type of interview

was conducted with a black male senior at Hyde Park High School.

This is what he said:

I want everyone to go to school peacefully and just get an

edtication. And they ar,not giving anybody a chance to

get an education. They have been fighting so much, I mean

they must not have had even a month of school; I mean really

learning. There's policemen on each corner, where last year

you were sort of free. I mean you had to have a pass to be
A.111

in the corridors and things, but there were so many other

activities and everything and h(e whole surrounding was so

much nicer. There wasn't any tension or anything. You



know, everybody got along with everybOdythe football. team,
t

the badketball team, everything, you know everything was

,

good'. This year the, e's none of that. We have none of that.

We haNienothing. 4.

Both idterviews have been used as part of an audio tape

titledJ'An Those Arrested."" Pieces were chosen so that students

..ceuld,give their reactions to Judge Garrity's order in their own

words. Basically, what this part of the tape conveys is that

there is a difference between the goals of the Judge and what

people see happening in the Boston school system.

c.%

r
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Guidelines for the Creation
of:a Documentary
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Thescreation of a docutnentary requires the curriculum developer

to leave the confines of the office, development center, or school,

and to personally interact with the participants who are involved

in a particular issue. The following set of guidelines may be

helpful to those interested in constructing a documentary In

developing student materials for the Political /Issues cour\e of the

COMPARING POLITICAL EXPERIENCES pxogram, we followed these guide-

lines:

A. Focus on a set of objectives for instruction:

1. Since the collection of data for a documentary

can be an immense task, the more precise one

can specify objectives, the more manageable this

task will be.

2. Precisely stated objectives can also lead to.

more successful instruction by giving teacher

the information necessary to plan for the use

of a documentary.

B. Criteria for choosing an issue which clearly illustrates
the objectives:

1. Match ,pbjectives to issue chosen Review as many

possible alternative issues as possible. Then,

match the specified objectives to the issue chosen.

In choosing an issue, the most important criterion

is the.extent to which it illustrates the objectives.
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2. ChAse an issue where data is available.

)a. Be'Rertain to fOcus on an issue where

there is a large amount of information. ft

4
b. Bg sure to focus on an issue where access

to this'information will facilitate

gatiering data,

3. Proximity is important. To the extent possible,

choose an issue which is going on in a nearby

community. If two or three issues look equally

useful, then choose the one closest to you. Iecause

it will become necessary to return again and again

to the site of the issue, proximity becomes a .irery

important criterion.

d.10

consnif a variety of primary and secondary source material

to obtain, background on the issue:

1. Isolate the important actors in the issue.

i 2. Isolate the agencies and organizations relevant

to the, issue. Isolating both the actors and

agencies relevant to the issue determines the

amount of information which you can gather and

also the access which you will ultimately.have

to the information needed to create a goqd docu-
/

mentary.

FA.
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D. Contact with site: make contact with someone in the region
to outline the tasks necessary for data collection:-

,f 1:.1Travelto the site. Though coat factors may

preclude travel, choice of an issue

in the local community will lessen that expense.

2. Contact a person at the site who'can serve aa,

a linking agent. Travel to the site or contact

with the site becomes very,taportant as it

determines the amount of cooperation expected

from important actors-in data collection.

E. Arrange personal visit to the site to collect data:

1. It will become necessary to travel to the site

to collect information. After identification of

relevant actors and agencies, contact,eachone

and arrange to see them. At this point it is

Very important to inform them that you.will be
,e

interested in talking about a specific issue,

and chat you will want to tape record the inter-
.-

views which you have. Make preparations to

gather the following inforrniation while you visit

the site.

a. Interviews: arrange interviews with

important actors in the issue. These

interviews will become useful when they

have been turned into transcripts. They

tdan be integrated into a documentary as

written transcripts or they can be

1.5
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converted into oetmulating audio presents-

tiono for otudento:

b. Pictures: take and collect photographs

which are relevant to the Josue. These

pictures Will blame useful piecds,of,

instruction as otudents begin to' synthesize

pri data about the issue.

c. Local so: make contact With the local

ewspaper(o) in the area of the Josue. This

often a source of additional pictures as

well ao other interviews. The local newspaper

can also serve as a reservoir of additional

background information.

d. Extant data: depending upon the iss e

chosen, gather a great deal of extan

data. Maps, charts, graphs; tables, and

other documents become extremely impdrtant.

F. Transformation of data into a documentary:,

I. In transforming the data into a documentary, the

"participant's- eye - view" is most important. The

us' of words and actions of people involved in.

the issue can make a documentary the most useful

device for teaching about ,controversial issues.

The example of the audio tape "All Those Arrested"

serves as a model for, transforming tape transcr*ts

into instructional material.

20
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4

These guidelines can aid a developer in Creating,a documentary.

They could help a teacher who wishes to organQize data abotit an 10011C

in the local 'Community. By'employing the point Of view of a

participant in an issue and by allowing for the extensive portrayal
0..,

of an event, a documentary can serve as a base for undertaking a

variety of knowledge, skill, and participation experiences' It-

thus becomes an exciting, alternative for presenting controversial

political issueS.

J

2i,
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